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SUE SPEAKS

The History of a New Beginning
BY SUE LOWELL GALLION

Dear Kansas/Missouri members,

I’m so excited about what’s ahead this year
for our newly-merged region, and for the
long-term benefits of going forward as the
SCBWI Kansas/Missouri region. You have
a terrific leadership team in Amy Kenney,
Erin Mos, Andi Osiek, and Jess Townes,
who already are working hard. The new
team will officially take over in April.

A bit of back story on the merger – Kim
Piddington and I have worked together
since the beginning of our RA terms
three years ago to avoid overlapping
events, content, and faculty, so all of our
members could benefit. That flowed into
combining forces on some events, such as
the Critique Across Kansas and Missouri.
As we came closer to the end of our
terms, we both felt a merger of our
regions was the natural next step because
of our geography and proximity, plus the
strong network of authors and illustrators
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that already existed across our two states.

We are confident that the merger will be
useful for all of our members in
communication, opportunities such as
scholarships and mentorships, and
increased programming across both
states. A number of regions combine
more than one state, such as the
Carolinas and Dakotas, or Louisiana/
Mississippi. It’s important to remember
that all regional leaders are volunteers,
and combining the regions will avoid a
lot of duplicate paperwork,
communications, and coordination. We’ve
been very fortunate to build on the work
of the terrific regional advisors, assistant
regional advisors, and illustrator
coordinators who have led our regions
over the past years, as well as the many
hard-working volunteers.
I’d like to highlight one program the
Kansas region began in 2016, because it’s
one I’d like to see start in other cities in
our region. Many other regions have
“Shoptalks,” free regular informal events
that are coordinated by a volunteer. Traci
Sorell volunteered to start our program
last year with quarterly Shoptalks in the
Kansas City area on Saturday mornings
or Sunday afternoons at a local library or
a Barnes & Noble Café. Topics ranged
from preparing for the conference and
Q&A on other resources in the kidlit
field, critiquing each other’s query/cover
letters, a Q&A with a local author on

crossing genres in writing, and a recap
and Q&A after the SCBWI Midwinter
conference in New York. Traci used free
venues and attendees bought or brought
their own coffee.

Shoptalks can be publicized through our
email communications, but they don’t
require any registration or RSVPs. We need
a volunteer to take Traci’s place after our
March Shoptalk in Kansas City. These are a
great way to network and get tips and
encouragement from other members. If
you’re interested in coordinating Shoptalk
for the next year in Kansas City or starting
a Shoptalk in your city or area, let me know
at kansas-ra@scbwi.org, or get in touch with
any of our new leadership team. You can
plan Shoptalks for whatever time fits your
schedule. Some regions meet on weekends
as we have, others do a kidlit drink night at
a local club or coffee shop. Any of us are
happy to help with ideas on topics or people
in our regions who can be resources.
It’s been such a pleasure for me to meet and
work with so many of you, and I am truly
inspired by all the talent in our states. Over
these last several years, I have gotten
feedback from many different faculty
members from around the country on the
professionalism, commitment, and kindness
of our members. I’m happy to be hard at
work as a children’s book creator here in the
Heartland with all of you! See you at a
Kansas/Missouri SCBWI event soon.
					

Best, Sue

SUE GALLION, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR
Sue Lowell Gallion finishes her 3-year term as Kansas regional
advisor in April. She was assistant regional advisor of the Kansas region before that. Her debut picture book, Pug Meets Pig,
came out in Sep. 2016. The Pug Meets Pig sale was the result of a
manuscript consultation at an SCBWI conference in 2013. She is
an overnight success, if you consider overnight about 10 years. A
second Pug and Pig book, Pug & Pig Trick or Treat, comes out in
late July. Knowing other children’s book creators through SCBWI
keeps her going in this crazy business.
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Try Something New
BY KIM PIDDINGTON

It’s a new year and things they are a changing. The SCBWI
Kansas/Missouri merger is now official, and I’ve heard from folks
who are pleased as punch and from others who aren’t thrilled with
the idea.

Change seems to invoke a type of fear in people, but I believe if
you can manage to get past the fear, change can open up a whole
new world of ideas and possibilities.
Hence, although I’m about the least tech savvy person on the
planet, I resolved to sign up for a webinar hosted by SCBWI
Northern Ohio. The webinar, “Elements of Chapter OneBalancing Information with Intrigue” led by Dutton executive
editor, Andrew Karre, was aimed at MG and YA authors.

Karre, who has been in publishing for ten years stated that he
primarily looks for one thing when reading an opening chapter:
the balance between information (which he says makes the
reader comfortable) and intrigue (which makes the reader
uneasy.) Karre believes that our imaginations prefer intrigue—
pleasant confusion—and thinks it’s the thing that makes readers
“lean forward” and captivates them.
That confusion must be carefully deployed to create questions
that the reader will turn the page to have answered. (One MG
example: Where is Poppa going with that axe?) He advocates
making the reader “wait” for a resolution—sometimes for a few
pages, sometimes for several chapters. This cycle of tensionrelease-tension-release is what keeps them enthralled. He used
several actual opening chapters from published works to show
examples of how this can be done.
One technique he favors is the “Delete Key Exercise.” Ask
yourself, what can I take out that will make the reader wonder?
The answers to the questions can come in later chapters.

Karre also advocates asking yourself: Are you beginning with the
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History of Science.
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Finally, Karre reminds us that our readers’ minds are not blank.
The author must find a way to wipe that info (from other books,
television, or movies) away and create a blank space in the
readers’ minds in order for them to forget the distractions and
focus on what you are trying to get them to believe.

So, go back and look at your opening pages. Are you spelling
everything out? Or have you created the conditions under which
imagining occurs?
Happy Writing and Illustrating!

KIM PIDDINGTON, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR
Kim Piddington, a former educator of
middle grade children, currently serves
as the Co-Director for Youth Programs
at the Ozark Writing Project and is on
the board for The Missouri Center of the
Book. Her novel Momma Don’t Own
a Machine Gun won first place in the
Pike’s Peak Writer’s Fiction Contest,
Children’s Category. She is a member of ALAN and several
local writing groups and is represented by Lori KilKelly at
Rodeen Literary Management. kimpiddington.com.

Amy Houts has a new book out from Group
Publishing. The Giant Book of Bible Fingerplays for
Preschoolers came out in January

Sue Bradford Edwards has two new books
out from Abdo Publishing. The Zika Virus
and Hidden Human Computers both came out
in January. Hidden Human Computers was
Amazon’s Best Seller in Teen & Young Adult

Lisa Harkrader had three books
published in January from Kane
Press. A Fishy Mystery is a picture

One trick in an author’s toolbox that he is fond of is using made up
words. These not “real” words act as a hook-readers want to figure
out what they mean. Slang or dialogue with subtle changes from the
norm—three degrees of difference—can have the same effect.

book mystery. No Place Like Space and May the Votes Be with You
are two new additions to the chapter book series, How to Be an
Earthling.

Betsy Coons is the author of The Bravest
Adventure! (Archway Publishing). Betsy’s next
signing is at “The Little House” in Kansas City
on Saturday, February 11th from 10:00 am
until 2:00 pm.

Sheri Delgado-Preston had a poem entitled, Six Snakes,
published in the 2016 May/June issue of Babybug Magazine.

moment the story begins in time instead of the moment when
the story begins to feel inevitable? What exactly did he mean by
that? When Karre was asked to get more specific he explained
that it’s subjective and knowing how to do it comes from reading
100s of manuscripts. Don’t have hundreds of manuscripts to
read? Then read hundreds of books while studying how each
author handles it.

Nancy Pistorius, whose longtime day job has been “travel
journalist,” had stories about Walt Disney World and Universal
Studios published in the January/February 2017 issues of AAA
Midwest Traveler and AAA Southern Traveler. She is working on
another story about Walt Disney World for the May/June 2017
issue of AAA Southern Traveler. She also writes hotel reviews for
The Telegraph newspaper (London, England). Two have recently
been published, and several more have been commissioned. Her
Disney travel blog is DisneyMouseCalls.com.
Joyce Ragland signed with Goldminds Publishing for her YA
historical fiction novel, tentatively titled Girls Don’t.
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Computers, Electronic Readers and Eye Strain
BY PEGGY ARCHER, PAL COORDINATOR

On the news a few years ago someone talked about e-readers
versus printed books and eye strain. It’s sometimes referred to as
computer vision syndrome, or digital eye strain. They said that
reading a book in print, the old-fashioned way, is easier on your
eyes. For those of us with vision problems, that’s meaningful. I
decided to do some checking on line.
According to the Mayo Clinic website, “Eyestrain occurs when
your eyes get tired from intense use, such as…reading or working
at a computer. Although eyestrain can be annoying, it usually isn’t
serious and goes away once you rest your eyes.” If your symptoms
persist after rest, then you probably want to see your eye doctor.

Do e-readers really cause eye strain? From what I’ve read, it
depends on many factors. According to a 2010 article in the New
York Times, “It depends on the viewing circumstances, including
the software and typography on the screen,” among other things.
And that also included the ink on the paper of a traditional book!

Here are some tips for reducing eyestrain while using an e-reader
or working at a computer:

Blink more often
Many people blink less than normal when working at a
computer, which can lead to dry eyes. Blinking produces tears,
which moistens your eyes and prevents dryness and irritation.

Exercise your eyes
Another cause of computer eye strain is ‘focusing fatigue.’ Follow
the “20-20-20” rule. Look away from your computer at least
every 20 minutes and gaze at an object that’s at least 20 feet away
for at least 20 seconds. Looking far away relaxes the focusing
muscle inside the eye and reduces fatigue.

Use proper lighting
Be sure that your light is directed on what you’re doing. Use a
brighter light source if you need one. You can also try turning
down the backlight on your e-reader. Make sure that your entire
room is well-lighted to reduce shadows, but not brighter than
your work area so as not to create a glare.

Minimize glare on your screen
The glare from other sources of light makes it difficult to view the
screen and causes eye strain when you try to see past the glare.
Position your computer so that neither you nor the monitor faces a
window, or close the blinds to reduce glare. LCD screens are easier
on the eyes and usually have an anti-reflective surface.

Adjust your display settings
Consider brightness, text size and contrast. For more
information on this, go to the All About Vision website in the
list below.

Modify your work area
Tilt your monitor so that the top of the monitor is slightly
farther from the eyes than the bottom of the monitor. If you’re
typing from a written page, place your pages on a stand next to
the monitor. Make sure the pages are well lighted.

Maintain good posture
Poor posture not only adds to neck and back strain, it also
contributes to computer eye strain. If you are at a desktop
computer, adjust your chair to the correct height so that your
viewing area is just below eye level. It’s best if your computer
screen is at least 25 inches from your eyes.

More tips for those with vision problems:
• Use a larger print size.
• Use bold type.
• Avoid decorative fonts, italics or all capital letters.
• Use 1.5 or double spacing when reading something online.
• Use black rather than colored lettering.
• Try reading with lighter lettering against a darker
background.
• Use a font with more space between the letters, such as
courier.
• Make sure your eyeglasses are clean and free of scratches.
You might consider a separate pair of glasses for use on the
computer or e-reader.
When I’m not working at the computer I sometimes check out
things on my i-pad. I like that you can make the text larger, and
change the appearance of the page. It’s less bulky to carry when
I’m away from home. And I have a Sudoku app that’s more
user-friendly than pen and pencil—and eraser.
Happy Reading, everyone!
Resources:

American Optometric Association: http://www.aoa.org/patients-and-public/
caring-for-your-vision/protecting-your-vision/computer-vision-syndrome?sso=y
WebMD: http://www.webmd.com/eye-health/computer-vision-syndrome#1
MayoClinic.com: http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/eyestrain/basics/
definition/con-20032649
All About Vision website: http://www.allaboutvision.com/cvs/irritated.htm
New York Times article 2010: http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/02/12/do-ereaders-cause-eye-strain/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0

Check in at the KS/MO SCBWI website to read our featured
PAL author interview each month beginning in February. Then
click on ‘2016 PAL Members’ to check out our list of authors
with PAL books published in 2016! The list will remain up for
the rest of the year.
PEGGY ARCHER, PAL COORDINATOR

Take breaks
If you sit at a computer or are using your e-reader for a long time,
take mini-breaks. Focus on something else for five minutes or so.
Give your neck and back muscles a stretch while you’re at it.
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Peggy Archer’s most recent picture
book, Name That Dog! (Dial), is on the
Accelerated Reader list, and is listed
with Scholastic Book Club. Her picture
book, Turkey Surprise, was a NY Times
bestseller. Originally from northwest Indiana, Peggy and her husband now live in
O’Fallon, MO. peggyarcher.com
WINTER 2017

ILLUSTRATOR’S CORNER

Illustrator Spotlight: Laura Ballard
BY AMY KENNEY

Each quarter we will be featuring one
of our talented illustrators. This
quarter, I’m pleased to introduce you
to Laura Ballard. Laura is an
illustrator and designer based in
Overland Park, Kansas. She graduated
from Rocky Mountain College of Art
+ Design in 2013 with a Bachelor of
Fine Arts in Illustration. Graphite,
pen, oil paint, pastels, colored pencil,
cut paper and digital work are
fundamental in her creations. Laura’s
art includes realistic and stylized narratives for children’s books,
portraits and brand identity. Laura
recently launched her debut picture
book, Howard and the Wompoopus
(Mascot Books), written by Allison
Krieger. You can learn more about
the book and Laura’s work at her site
lauraballardart.com.
Amy: How did you get started in illustration? What is
your background?

Laura: Since grade school I wanted
to be an artist. Once time came to
plan a career path, I decided an art
school was a must. I didn’t necessarily
know what kind of art I’d like to be
making, but knew that was my
calling. I declared Illustration my
major once enrolling at RMCAD
and absolutely loved every bit of the
program. Post-graduation I moved back to Overland Park and
am currently enrolled in the Graphic Design program at JCCC,
as well as working at Paper Source.

Amy: How did you develop your style and technique?
Laura: I’ve always been very detail oriented and loved drawing
from life, this shows in my personal drawing style. Going
through an illustration program, I learned many techniques on
traditional drawing etiquette. All of my work has a solid
foundation of drawing. For me it’s essential that I get to work
analog, to encapsulate the gesture, composition, mood, style, etc.
I truly believe that practicing your technical drawing skills will
help with any creative project you’re working on.
Amy: Describe a typical workday for you.

Laura: Coffee. It’s so critical it needs its own sentence. Once
awake and functioning I check emails, work out an agenda for
the day, and commence. I may have class or work. Apart from
those commitments I work on whatever the current project is.
Often I’ll fall down a rabbit hole of Pinterest researching or
brainstorming new illustrations. I’m currently doing a 100 Day
Drawing Challenge. Every day for 100 days, I draw from a word
prompt. You can follow me on Instagram or Facebook at
#lb100daysofdrawing
Amy: What are your favorite children’s books of all
time? How about some recent titles?

Laura: Oh gosh, there are so many. Growing up I was entranced
with Patricia Polacco’s illustrations. Stellaluna, Little Critter’s,
Berenstain Bears and Shel Silverstein are some other favorites
that were always close by. A few of my recent favorites are A Sick
Day for Amos McGee by Philip C. Stead, Those Pesky Rabbits by
Ciara Flood and What Do You Do with an Idea? by Kobi Yamada.
Learning the process behind these illustrations is so rewarding
and inspiring!

cont’d on pg. 5
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Illustrator Spotlight cont’d from pg. 4
Amy: Describe your dream project.
Laura: Working on Howard and the Wompoopus was pretty close
to living a dream. I’d love to write and illustrate my own picture
book in the semi-near future. Any project I get to collaborate
with creatives and finesse over juicy little illustrative details, I’m a
happy camper.

progress in our portfolios. And, if ever you need a set of eyes or a
pair of ears, I’m always happy to help a neighbor!
AMY KENNEY, CO-ILLUSTRATOR COORDINATOR
Amy Kenney is a freelance illustrator
and children’s book author based in
Kansas City, MO. Amy earned a BFA in
Illustration and Graphic Design from the
University of Central Missouri. She and
her husband currently live on 20 acres
with one dog, one cat, and way too
many children. amykenney.com

Amy: Any words of advice for folks just starting out in
illustration?

Laura: Work hard on your craft and take as many opportunities
and experiences that come your way! Put as much work out as
you can, a beautiful part of our field is we can visually see our

Opportunities for Illustrators:
Instagram
Be sure to follow our newly merged region on Instagram at
@ksmo_scbwi. We will be featuring regional members as often
as possible. Email Amy Kenney at kansas-ic.scbwi.org with
submissions. Make sure your work is 1080px by 1080 px, and
72dpi. Your email subject line should be “Instagram
submission.” Submit as many times as you like, but only if you
are a member of SCBWI. Be sure to let us know your
Instagram handle, so we can credit your work and send art
directors your way!

Midwest SCBWI Working Illustrators’ Network
If you haven’t already, be sure to join the Midwest SCBWI
Working Illustrators’ Network on Facebook. Either email Amy
Kenney at kansas-ic.scbwi.org and request to join, or search
Facebook for the Midwest SCBWI Working Illustrators’
Network.

Kansas/Missouri SCBWI Banner Contest
To kick off our merger, Kansas/Missouri SCBWI is hosting an
illustration contest to showcase the talent of our illustrator
members. The winning banner will remain on our regional
website for one year. Please follow these guidelines when
submitting your banner illustration to Amy Kenney, regional IC.
Do these 4 things to ENTER!
1. JOIN SCBWI.org, this contest is for members of Kansas/
Missouri SCBWI.
2. CREATE your horizontal banner at this size: 4538 x 825
pixels at 300 dpi RGB, JPG, (approx. 15.125 inches x 2.75
inches) The image should be in keeping with the KidLit
theme. Please leave room for the text: “Kansas/Missouri
Society of Children’s Book Writers & Illustrators”.
3. SAVE your file name “LastNameBanner2digityear.jpg” (i.e.
KenneyBanner17.jpg)
4. EMAIL to Amy Kenney, Kansas/Missouri SCBWI
Illustrator Coordinator, at kansas-ic.scbwi.org by 3/1/17. One
entry per member. Please include your website URL, if you’d
like us to link to it.
Save the Date!
April 22, 2017, will be our first ever Kansas/Missouri
Illustration Day. Laurent Linn, art director for Simon &
5

Schuster Books for Young Readers, and Sarah Baker, director
of illustration and artist programs at SCBWI, will be
presenting a full day illustration intensive. Be on the lookout
for more information about this exciting event.

Laurent Linn, Art Director for Simon &
Schuster Books for Young Readers, began
his career as a puppet designer/builder in
Jim Henson’s Muppet Workshop, creating
characters for various productions,
including the Muppet Christmas Carol
and Muppet Treasure Island films. With
Henson for over a decade, he worked
primarily on Sesame Street, becoming the Creative Director
for the Sesame Street Muppets, winning an Emmy Award.
Currently, at Simon & Schuster, Laurent art directs picture
books, middle-grade, and teen novels, collaborating with
illustrators and authors such as Tomie dePaola, Patricia
Polacco, Bryan Collier, E. B. Lewis, Raúl Colón, Debbie Ohi,
and Taeeun Yoo. Laurent is on the SCBWI Board and is
Artistic Advisor for the annual Original Art exhibit at the
Society of Illustrators in New York. He is also an author: his
debut illustrated teen novel is Draw the Line
(DrawTheLineNovel.com). You can follow him on Twitter/
Instagram/Facebook and at LaurentLinn.com.

Sarah Lynn Baker illustrates with quill
and ink, pencil, screenprinting, and
gouache, and draws inspiration from her
daughters, childhood memories, the nature
all around

Los Angeles, and all the illustrators and
friends she meets through her work for the
SCBWI.

Sarah lives in Los Angeles with her old man and two young
daughters. She is also the Director of Illustration and Artist
Programs at SCBWI, where she manages and develops the
illustrator grants, awards and scholarships, advises and mentors
SCBWI illustrator members, and serves as the designer and
art director for the Bulletin and all other SCBWI publications.
Before coming to SCBWI, Sarah designed children’s books at
Penguin Young Readers Group.
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Reading Picture Books for Research
BY JESS TOWNES

Whether you are brand-new to the
world of writing picture books, or are
a published author or illustrator
looking to grow your body of work,
there are countless resources available
at the click of a mouse. From online
classes to webinars, supportive
communities like the 12 x 12 Picture
Book Challenge to a whole host of
#kidlit chats on Twitter, it is possible to craft your own picture
book education program online.

But one of the most valuable ways to learn about the craft of writing
picture books is reading them, especially with an eye for research.
Thankfully, there is a whole online community that can help you
make reading for research a part of your routine. ReFoReMo
(Reading for Research Month) takes place every March, and
began as a way to encourage picture book writers to dig deeper
into the books they read as mentor texts.
I had a chance to chat with Carrie Charley Brown and Kirsti
Call, founders of ReFoReMo, about the importance of reading
for research.
Why did you start ReFoReMo?

Carrie: In this business, everything has a way of building over
time. ReFoReMo began as a seed way back before I even knew it
was there. (We’re talking 20+ years ago!) But it wasn’t until I
served as a 2014 CYBILS fiction picture book judge that
awareness bloomed. I hiked through a mountain of
approximately 200 picture books within a month. “Hmmm…” I
thought, “This is certainly a challenge!” Questions buzzed
through my mind. What if other writers came together to do this
same thing? There were lots of picture book writing challenges,
but what about reading? That’s where it starts! The ideas for
ReFoReMo came fast and furious. I wanted others to benefit
from the ah-has of reading and researching mentor texts, as well.
What are some unexpected benefits to reading for
research?

Carrie & Kirsti: So much can be learned from one little picture
book! I could easily fill up 2-3 pages of notes while reading one
book. And more. What can you learn? Deep breath….

You’ll learn what you like and what you don’t…in other words,
you’ll “find” your happy place as a writer. You’ll learn what’s already
been done and what’s selling in the current market. You’ll dig into
good writing/illustration: plot, voice, interplay, point of view,
structure, page turns, language, syntax, etc. The list is endless.
Then, sometimes while reading… “Ah ha! I know how to fix my
manuscript!” And the experimentation begins. Rewrites!
Revision! Oh, the possibilities! My favorite part.
Mentor texts are helpful no matter how many books you have
written or published. ReFoReMo participants are writers from
all walks of experience…from students/teachers to beginning
writers to multi-published authors and illustrators.
6

Carrie Charley Brown

Kirsti Call

Why should picture book writers take reading picture
books seriously?
Carrie & Kirsti: I think the more appropriate question is, what
if picture book writers don’t take reading mentor texts seriously?
It’s like learning to walk. Would you skip pulling yourself up?
What would it be like without a table or the floor to help you
steady your balance? You could get lucky, but my guess is that
you might have some premature experiences. Writing one
manuscript and convincing yourself that it is a “masterpiece.”
Sending manuscripts that are way off the mark out to agents and
editors. Getting discouraged too early and either giving up or
seeking out methods of self-gratification. Later regretting that
you put your worst work out there. Chances are that if you don’t
start with mentor texts, someone in a class or seminar or blog is
going to tell you to read more books. Why not do it right?
Create a reading for research habit now and never quit!
For more information on ReFoReMo, www.reforemo.com.

Whether you join ReFoReMo this March or just want to start
reading more on your own, here are a few tips to get you started:

1. Focus on books published in the last five years
Maybe you are a parent or a teacher. Maybe you think, “I’ve got
this covered. I’ve been reading Goodnight Moon every night for
the last ten years.” Perhaps you have a bookshelf of perennial
favorites in your classroom. You speak the language of wild
rumpus, you know better than to let a pigeon behind a steering
wheel, and you are certain Nancy really is the fanciest. But if you
are a writer, it is critical that you are also reading new picture
books in addition to your older favorites. Publishing trends
change frequently, and books that hit the word count sweet spot
ten years ago might be too long to find a home in today’s market.
Aim for reading 100 picture books written in the last five years, and
see if you can spot what makes a book standout in today’s market.

2. Use your local library
I certainly don’t have it in my budget to buy 100 new picture
books this year (but a girl can dream, right?) and you probably
don’t either. Use your local public library to explore widely, and
then purchase the ones you know you’ll want to revisit again and
again. Some libraries allow you to reserve books in advance and
others even let you suggest titles for purchase. This is great way
to read the latest picture books on the market while also helping
cont’d on pg. 7
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Reading Picture Books for Research cont’d from pg. 6
get them into the hands of kids in your community.

3. Keep a research notebook and/or join Goodreads
or Instagram.
In that notebook, take note of books that stand out to you,
different formats you might like to explore, or names of publishing
houses that publish books similar to your writing style. A lot of
writers use Goodreads to catalogue their reading, and others share
thoughts on Instagram. Both online communities are great places
to find suggestions for what to read next.

4. Read (and write) what you love
While there is no better way to get a feel for today’s picture book
market than reading, it’s equally important to stay true to your
own unique voice. If you find that your writing doesn’t sound like
your work anymore, it might be time to step away from the picture
books and re-engage with the world around you. Remind yourself
why you wanted to do this work in the first place, and infuse your
life and your voice into your words in the way that only you can.

media chair for SCBWI North Texas. She enjoys supporting authors,
illustrators, and kidlit organizations.

Kirsti Call is the co-coordinator of ReFoReMo. She reads, critiques
and revises every day as a member of various critique groups, while
blogging for Writer’s Rumpus and Children’s Book Academy. As the
published author of THE RAINDROP WHO COULDN’T FALL
and a homeschool mom, Kirsti coaches revision for children ages 5-18.
Her school visits involve interactive writing, singing, and of course,
reading for research! Kirsti contributed as a 2015 CYBILS YA fiction
panelist and 2016 fiction picture book panelist.

JESS TOWNES, ASSISTANT RA
Jess Townes is a writer and content
coordinator for All the Wonders, and is
published at Mamalode Magazine. She
is a life-long fan of children’s literature, musical theater, and travel. Jess
lives outside St. Louis, Missouri with her
husband, two insatiably curious boys, a
fifty-pound lap dog and one darling cat.
She is represented by Stephanie FretwellHill of Red Fox Literary. You can find her
online at jesstownes.com.

Happy Reading!

Carrie Charley Brown is the founder and co-coordinator of the
Reading for Research Month (ReFoReMo) Challenge and blog. She
eats, sleeps, and breathes picture books as a writer, professional critique
mentor, and first grade teacher. Carrie contributed as a 2014/2015
CYBILS fiction picture book panelist and regional advisor/social

Looking Forward to Mentoring
BY ANN INGALLS

I’m feeling very lucky of late. I volunteered to work with a
picture book author in 2017. Yes, I’ve written a few of my own,
but I expect to learn a lot in the process of studying another
picture book writer’s work.

First of all, I want to see how this writer decides to tell the story.
Will it be in first person, second person, or third person point of
view? Will it be in present tense, or past tense? Will it be a
graphic picture book? Dialogue only? Wordless? Something new
under the sun?
And that opening line. Will it be compelling like this one? “Pa,
where are you going with that axe?” Will it pull me into the text
like a bucking bronco into a rodeo? I hope so.
Will the writer decide to rhyme or not to rhyme? What about a
bit of each?
What about characters? Will they be wacky, winsome, or
worrisome? How much of a burden to tell the story will each
character carry? How will they change by the story’s end?

Will the plot plod? Will it skip or glide along seamlessly? How
will the writer add tension? How about fragments to build that?
Controlled vocabulary or high interest words? What about a
balance between the two?

What kind of glue will hold this writer’s story together? Will the
7

prose be like music that hums, and builds and sings? What kind
of poetic elements will the writer use?
There’s all that other stuff too, like choosing a title, pagination,
making a dummy, sharing the story with critique partners,
researching the marketplace. And oh yeah, the submission
process, and how to stay upbeat in the face of multiple (!!!)
rejections.
We’ve got a lot to do and I intend to make the most of it, one
step at a time.
ANN INGALLS
Ann Ingalls is the author of nearly two
dozen books in print or forthcoming. In
2017, Little Bee will publish Fairy Floss:
The Sweet Story of Cotton Candy and
Sterling will release The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Missouri. In the past several
years, Scholastic released Biggety Bat:
Hot Diggety! and Biggety Bat: Chow
Down! and World Book/Bright Connections introduced J Is for Jazz. It won several very prominent
graphic design awards, including the Graphic Design USA 2015
award. Penguin Books for Young Readers published Ice Cream
Soup and Teacher Created Materials will release Trails of California. Ann is currently cogitating about a few other projects.
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Can You Survive A Book Proposal?
BY NICKI JACOBSMEYER

Your heartbeat echoes in your ears. The fresh idea swims in your
head trying to find stable ground. Your computer’s cursor blinks
at you, mocking your progress. All you need to do is transport
the words in your head to sentences on the page. Edit them over
and over again. Pray they’re the most brilliant words in the
editor’s pile. Move your mouse and hit the send button. Then,
you wait. And wait. Eat some chocolate and then wait some
more. Can you survive a book proposal?

a feel for the voice and structure. I made sure my sample chapters
went through my SCBWI critique group a few times. A book
proposal’s professionalism is just as important as a fiction
manuscript. If you don’t submit polished work, it will show. In
April, I was finally confident in my proposal and I submitted to
Capstone. Then the waiting began, as many of you have
experienced.

Only you will be able to determine your fate. Do you take the
first step? Or watch from the side lines, trembling with fear. My
experience has been that the quivers of excitement are more
memorable than the tremors of fear. And is it really the rejection
we fear? Or the fear of not knowing how to move forward
successfully?

You question yourself daily. Did I do enough research? Is the
idea any good? What if I sent it to the wrong email? Then you
feel like a first responder, diving for your phone every time it
rings with an unknown phone number. Then you find out that
it’s someone who wants to help you with your credit score.
Thankfully, it’s usually a recording so you don’t have to apologize
for your rude behavior.

In 2014, I had a short story idea I wanted to pursue. I started
research on the Iditarod when Saturday Writers, a chapter of the
Missouri Writers Guild, put out its anthology contest. I enjoyed
the research and think my excitement could be read in my short
story, “The Great Race of Mercy,” in the 2015 anthology,
Elements in Writing. I remember a SCBWI critique group
member thought I could turn this short story into a children’s
book. I put that thought on the shelf and went on with other
projects.

One afternoon in June, I received an email from Capstone’s
Managing Editors that my proposal was being passed on to the
product planning team. I would be contacted within a year, if
they were interested in pursuing the title. I did the thing that any
respectable writer would do. I screamed, did a happy dance, and
called my hubby and critique group! Three weeks later, the Senior
Managing Editor emailed me asking if I was still interested in
having Capstone publish the title, You Choose: Surviving Iditarod.
No brainer.

One of my writing goals for 2016 was to break into the historical
children’s market. I didn’t know much so I started learning all I
could about the publishers in the market, book proposals, and the
process. I started my research with Capstone because my boys
and I love reading their interactive adventures and as a kid I
would write “Choose Your Own Adventure” books for my sister.
(Yes, they were best-sellers in my house, always perched boldly in
the front on the bookshelf.)

The book proposal was grueling but the real hard work started
after the signed contract. I have a short amount of time to write
the book from a working outline and Capstone’s parameters. The
deadline will be an adventure all on its own. You too can survive
a book proposal with some inspiration, dedication, and serious
hard work. The next question is, can you survive the deadline?

In February 2016, I started working towards my goal. Since it
was a non-fiction submission I had to write a book proposal.
Every publishing house is different but generally this includes: a
resume, cover letter and up to three writing samples. I used
SCBWI resources to write a resume and cover letter. I submitted
a past writing sample but decided to write the first and second
sample chapter for the Iditarod idea. This made for additional
research but I enjoyed seeing the story come together with
authentic elements. I wanted Capstone to know I had done my
homework. I read all of their books in the series. I wanted to get
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NICKI JACOBSMEYER
Nicki Jacobsmeyer writes fiction and
non-fiction for children and adults. Her
historical non-fiction book, Images Of
America, Chesterfield hits shelves this
December with Arcadia Publishing as
well as three historical short stories and
a poem forthcoming in an anthology.
Nicki is currently writing a middle grade
interactive survival adventure about the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog
Race for the You Choose series with Capstone. Besides reading
and writing she loves to knit, plan events, and go hiking and
camping with her husband and two boys.
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Guideposts Writing Workshop 2016
BY NANCY SHELTON

In mid-August, a Guideposts intern phoned me to ask if I was
available to attend an all-expense paid trip to the Guideposts
Writing Workshop in October. What an experience! With
eleven other winners, I spent a week at the Wainwright House, a
retreat center in Rye, New York. There we learned what makes a
Guideposts story. The winners came from eleven states,
representing a wide age range and varied backgrounds. The event
is held every two years and made possible by Guideposts friend,
author Debbie Macomber.

If you’re a reader of the magazine, you know most stories are first
person about ordinary people’s faith journey during life changes.
We heard lectures, practiced writing activities, and learned about
the many Guideposts publications. My favorite sessions were:
writing dialogue, making a pitch, and scene writing. Additional
time on interview skills helped us prepare for ghost writing.
Each day we had a critique session with one of editors and 4-5 of
the participants. Jim, my capable leader, kept our group on task
for an hour or more each day as we concentrated on a contest
submission. During our last session, we analyzed a Guideposts
story from the current issue for the problem, real time scenes, the
character’s turnabout point, and spiritual growth.
Four editors attended most of our workshop, and others came to
introduce their area or to assist with an activity such as the
practice on how to pitch a story. During our last day, editors

explained how to send our work to our group editor. I left with
three projects to complete: a revision of my contest submission, a
piece based on my pitch, and an audition piece for next year’s
devotions book.
If you enjoy writing in the first person and want to spend a week
with a group of fantastic editors and participants, enter the next
contest in the summer of 2018. Don’t forget to read the website
(https://www.guideposts.org/) directions carefully and to send
along a detailed cover letter. That plus our first person story were
considered in the selection of the twelve participants. Your
writing doesn’t have to be perfect, but you do need a great idea
that appeals to the Guideposts editors.
NANCY LEWIS-SHELTON
Nancy Lewis-Shelton retired from public
education after years of classroom
teacher and school counselor. Now,
she works part-time as a pet sitter which
allows time for writing. Published work
includes devotionals, non-fiction senior
pieces and children’s short stories.
Nancy lives in Springfield, Missouri with
her cat Fred. She enjoys bridge, theatre, music and grandchildren’s visits. Her volunteer pursuits include: children’s book
reviewer, coordinator of a local storytelling group, and many
church activities.

Attention New Writers!
BY SHARON K. MAYHEW

SCBWI Saint Charles County has a new critique group geared
for new writers. They meet at the Barnes and Noble at Mid
Rivers Mall Drive at 7 pm on the second Wednesday of every
month. Half of each session focuses on an aspect of writing or
the writing industry. The other half is focused on critiquing
group member’s work. Members email up to a thousand words or
a full picture book manuscript to all the group members for
critiquing about a week before the meeting. At the meeting
members discuss the manuscripts and give input.
Belonging to an in-person critique group has many benefits. You
spend time with like-minded people. Your work gets seen by
several sets of eyes which strengthens your writing. You learn
about what is going on in the industry and what is going on in
SCBWI KS/MO.
If you are a new to the writing world and are interest in joining
or checking our new writers’ group please contact Sharon
Mayhew at sharonkmayhew@gmail.com for more information.

Other Critique Group News
Two of region’s members are starting a new online writers
critique group for middle grade. If you’d like to take part in this
monthly online meet up and manuscript swap please send a
message with your name, email, and the words MG Online
Group to Polly McCann, region critique group coordinator,
9

pollyamccann@gmail.com. Contact Polly for information on other
critique groups across our region or check the critique group
page on our web site, http://ksmo.scbwi.org/ksmo-critique-groups/.

Mentorship Program
The 2018 mentorship focus is nonfiction or fiction
Picture Books. Our mentor is the wonderful PB author,
Ann Ingalls. Application for the Ellen Dolan Mentorship for Writers is open to any current Kansas/Missouri
SCBWI member not published in PB. Applications are
screened by a panel of judges, with three chosen
to submit for blind review to the mentor. The winner
will work with the mentor for one year on a mutually
agreed upon project. The winner will also receive a
scholarship covering registration cost to the Kansas/
Missouri SCBWI conference in 2017.
When: 	We will begin accepting applications
on May 1st. Please do not submit
materials until this date.
Deadline to apply is June 30, 2017
Cost: 	Free to SCBWI Kansas and Missouri members
For more info go to
ksmo.scbwi.org/2018-mentorship/
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SCBWI KANSAS/MISSOURI EVENTS 2017
KC SHOPTALK
When: 	Sunday, March 5, Informal Manuscript Critique
2 to 4 p.m.
Where:	Johnson County Central Resource Library
9875 W 87th St., Overland Park.
Cost: 	Free, no pre-registration.
PB/POETRY WORKSHOP LED BY PEGGY ARCHER
When: 	March 11, from 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Where:	Florissant Presbyterian Church
660 Charbonier Road - Florissant, MO 63033.
More info and registration at https://ksmo.scbwi.org/events/
pb-poetry-workshop/
ADVANCED WRITERS RETREAT LED BY WENDY LOGGIA
When: 	April 28-30.
Where: Conception Abbey
Currently sold out with a waiting list.
https://ksmo.scbwi.org/events/advanced-writers-retreat/
SPRING ILLUSTRATOR WORKSHOP
When: 	April 22
Where: Kansas City
Details to come.
CRITIQUE ACROSS KANSAS AND MISSOURI
One-time critique groups for authors and illustrators will meet
across both states. Call for critique group hosts will go out in
March. This is a great opportunity for networking and critique.
In 2016, we had more than 25 groups meet.
When: 	June 2-12.
Cost: 	Free, and you may sign up for more than one group.
WORKSHOP: WHAT KIDS WANT
(Part 1 of a 3-part series.)
Ever wish you could wriggle into the mind of a kid and find out
what books they would like to read? We’ve got the next best
thing! A panel of librarians who know what kids and teachers
want to see in their classrooms and on their library shelves.
Come ready to ask questions, brainstorm concepts, and leave
with ideas for your next project.
Librarians - Jill Burkemper, Warrenton School District
Donna Mork Reed, St. Louis County Public Library
When: June 10
Where:	Florissant Presbyterian Church
660 Charbonier Road - Florissant, MO 63033.
Cost: 	Cost per session: $15 SCWI Members, $25 nonmembers. SCBWI Members can enroll in all three
sessions ( June, August, and October) for only $35.
* Registration is not yet open for this 3-part series
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NOVEL SEMINAR WORKSHOP WITH CYNTHIA LEITICH SMITH
Cynthia is an award-winning and best-selling author and a
faculty member of the Vermont College of Fine Arts MFA
program. This one-day workshop is for writers of MG, Tween,
and YA realistic or speculative fiction. The seminar will be limited
to 15 attendees. Students will exchange up to 12 pages of a novel
manuscript in advance. In-depth discussion, writing exercise,
Q&A. More details to come.
When: July 29 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Where: KU Edwards Campus, Overland Park, KS.
Online registration will open April 3, must be a current SCBWI
member.
WORKSHOP: TRADITIONAL OR SELF-PUBLISHED –
THAT IS THE QUESTION
(Part 2 of a 3-part series.)
Curious about self-publishing? Wonder which path is best for
your book? This workshop will cover the good, the bad and the
challenging aspects of self-publishing and traditional publishing.
Authors Marella Sands and Sharon Shinn will share their
experiences and help you decide which path is the best for you.
Learn about self-marketing, formatting, finding an illustrator,
and developing your platform. It will be a session jam packed
with information and an opportunity to ask burning questions.
When: August 26
Where:	Florissant Presbyterian Church 660
Charbonier Road - Florissant, MO 63033.
Cost: 	Cost per session: $15 SCWI Members, $25 nonmembers. SCBWI Members can enroll in all three
sessions ( June, August, and October) for only $35.
WORKSHOP: QUERY PERFECT
(Part 3 of a 3-part series.)
Everybody hates query letters. How do you interest an agent or
editor in your manuscript by writing a letter? All your blood,
sweat, and chapters summed up in a few sentences. It’s enough to
make a grown writer cry – cuss – throw tantrums… It can get
ugly. Save your sanity and come to the Query Perfect workshop.
Writing Pros Sue Bradford Edwards and Rita Russell will show
you how to craft the perfect query that will get the attention of
agents and editors.
When: October 10
Where:	Florissant Presbyterian Church
660 Charbonier Road - Florissant, MO 63033.
Cost: 	Cost per session: $15 SCWI Members, $25 nonmembers. SCBWI Members can enroll in all three
sessions ( June, August, and October) for only $35.
MIDDLE OF THE MAP CONFERENCE
When: November 3-4
Where:	BEST Conference Center
University of Kansas Edwards Campus, Overland Park
12600 Quivira Road - Overland Park, Kansas 66213
Details coming soon!
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COMPILED AND EDITED BY RITA RUSSELL

“One way I have been able to engage students is
by piquing their sense of justice through readalouds, current events, and small group
discussions about books. . . When I read
Jacqueline Woodson’s Each Kindness aloud in
library class, a third-grade girl stood up in the
middle of it and apologized for treating another
girl in the class poorly, then they hugged with
zero prompting.”

Liz Phipps Soeiro – Elementary School Librarian in
Cambridge, MA

BOOK MARKETS
Los Angeles-based ACTION PUBLISHING, an independent
publisher of quality children’s picture books, and juvenile and
young adult fiction and nonfiction for all ages, is accepting
submission. While Action Publishing develops most titles
in-house or acquires them through agents, unsolicited
manuscript submissions are accepted through the postal mail. No
submissions via email. Include a SASE for reply, as rejections do
receive letters and this is not a “no answer means no” publisher.
Send complete picture book manuscript. Juvenile and YA fiction
may be sent as an outline plus sample chapter or complete.
Nonfiction should be sent as a proposal, including summary,
table of contents, and sample chapters. Information on the
audience, ages, and marketing opportunities is appreciated.
http://actionpublishing.com/submission_guidelines_for_writers.
html?inf_contact_key=bbf1597847ed5995e61a33c6906852dd0acbbc63
99eed2de8c70c9aff1d0a4ae
(Children’s Writer eNews 1/5/17 and ActionPublishing.com)
Boutique publisher FLASHLIGHT PRESS is seeking
submissions that have a universal theme and are less than 1000
words. Publishes two to four original picture books per year for
ages 4-8 that “explore and illuminate the touching and
humorous moments of family situations and social interactions
through captivating writing and outstanding illustrations.”
Recent titles include Hey, That’s MY Monster (Amanda Noll)
and When a Dragon Moves in Again ( Jodi Moore). Study backlist
to make sure your mss is a fit. To submit, visit
http://flashlightpress.com/submissionguidelines.html
(FlashlightPress.com and Children’s Book Insider – Nov. 2016)

Since opening its doors in November 2014, FUTURE HOUSE
PUBLISHING has published nearly 40 sci-fi and fantasy MG
and YA titles, including top sellers Etherwalker, Got Luck,
Evertaster, and Sherlock Academy. The indie press began after
founder Adam Sidwell hit the Amazon Overall Top 100 List
with his first self-published title, and then went on to sell the
movie rights. Over the past two years, Sidwell has built a
multi-state distribution model that includes e-book and print
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sales in Barnes & Noble, Costco, Amazon, and small retailers.
Sidwell recalls that finding new authors to publish was difficult
during the press’s first six months, but as soon as Future House
titles began having success, “that’s when it got easier. It’s been
phenomenal for us because now we’ve had thousands of
submissions and we actually just had to shut down our
submissions line because we are overwhelmed and need to catch
up with what we have.” Follow Future on Twitter @
FutureHousePub for the next round of submission opportunities.
(Publishers Weekly Children’s Bookshelf 1/10/17 and
FutureHousePublishing.com)

Back in July 2016, NORTH STAR EDITIONS (NSE)
acquired the YA imprint Flux from Llewellyn Worldwide. In
November NSE acquired Jolly Fish Press, a publisher of YA,
MG, and adult fiction. As NSE Managing Editor, Mari
Kesselring is responsible for acquiring new manuscripts,
working with authors and agents, and leading books through the
development process. “We knew Jolly Fish would be a good
companion to Flux. Flux is more edgy, while Jolly Fish is more
family friendly and G-rated,” Kesselring noted. NSE plans to
publish trade fiction under the Flux and Jolly Fish imprints.
Flux, which launched the careers of Maggie Stiefvater, A.S. King,
Laura Faria Stolarz, and Simone Elkeles, is already a young adult
imprint that specializes in “alternative voices,” and it will
continue in that direction. Jolly Fish, which for five years
published a wide range of fiction for both children and adults,
will stop acquiring adult books and narrow its focus to YA and
middle grade fiction. NSE is also distributing juvenile nonfiction
titles (grades 3 to 7) in the Focus Readers imprint. To submit
manuscripts for any North Star imprint, visit the publisher’s
website. (PWCB 1/15/17 and NorthStarEditions.com)
PAGE STREET PUBLISHING publishes young adult fiction
for readers 12 and up, in all genres. Protagonist should be 15-18
years old. Novel should be 60-90 thousand words. Send query,
pasting the first three chapters in the body of the email, to
Submissions@PageStreetPublishing.com (Children’s Writer
eNews 11/24/16 and PageStreetPublishing.com)

QUIRK BOOKS is looking for innovative fiction and
nonfiction books that are “smart, original, cool, and fun.” for
teens and children. Especially interested in books with a high
concept and graphic novels with strong visual component. More
wish list details on publisher’s submission page: http://www.
quirkbooks.com//page/submissions?inf_contact_key=9e86561d3f14e9
715f7f167c5ebc5d8d2e0dc4c7d84db1b28a41c07dc221ffeb
(Children’s Writer eNews 12/22/16 and QuirkBooks.com)

In May, Simon Pulse launches a new line of YA nonfiction
called SIMON TRUE, publishing stories that chronicle true
crimes involving real teens whose illegal actions have far reaching
consequences. Written with a “you-are-there” immediacy, the
books aim to capture the circumstances surrounding the moment
when a single bad decision led to tragic outcomes that forever
changed teens’ lives. Simon True’s debut titles, One Cut by Eve
Porinchak and Deep Water by Katherine Nichols, will be released
simultaneously in hardcover, paperback, and e-book. One Cut
recounts a backyard fight that ended with the stabbing death of
cont’d on pg.12
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two boys. Five teens were charged with first-degree murder, four
of whom stood trial and faced life prison sentences. In Deep
Water, a group of high-school students from Coronado, Calif.,
devise a scheme to swim to Tijuana to bring marijuana back to
the U.S. to sell. Masterminded by the teens’ former Spanish
teacher, this operation escalated into a large-scale drug
smuggling outfit. (PWCB 1/19/17)

As of February 1, Little Pickle Press is operating as an imprint
of SOURCEBOOKS, under the Sourcebooks’ Jabberwocky
brand. The acquisition included about 25 frontlist and backlist
LPP titles, which are now available through Sourcebooks. March
4th, the former parent company of LPP, will work with
Sourcebooks to find new projects for the Jabberwocky and LPP
imprints, with new titles expected in spring 2018. Rana DiOrio,
who founded March 4th in 2009, will continue to run that
company, focusing on creating and acquiring content and
developing video, film, and merchandise strategies in support of
Sourcebooks and other partners. LPP is known for the awardwinning picture book Your Fantastic Elastic Brain by JoAnn Deak
(illustrated by Sarah Ackerley), and award-winning series that
includes What Does It Mean to Be An Entrepreneur? and What
Does It Mean to Be Kind?.
(Shelf Awareness 1/13/17 and SCBWI’s Blueboard 1/12/17)

“Going into our 25th year, we have participated in
a ridiculous number of panels and interviews
about how to diversify a publishing house, as if
there were some hidden tricks. But there are no
secrets here. We have found that when we make
diversity a key qualification for working at the
New Press, the most diverse candidates often
stand out as the most qualified.”

Diane Wachtell – Executive Director of the New Press

PUBLISHING PERSONNEL NEWS
At CHRONICLE BOOKS, Naomi Kirsten and Melissa
Manlove are now Senior Editors, moving up from editor.
(Publishers Weekly Children’s Job Moves 10/27/16)

Natashya Wilson was named Editorial Director at
HARLEQUIN TEEN. (Children’s Book Council – Nov. 2016)

Stephanie Stein was promoted to Editor at HARPERCOLLINS
CHILDREN’S BOOKS. (CBC -- Jan. 2017)
Other shifts at Harper:
Christopher Hernandez was promoted to Editor. Alice Jerman
is being promoted to Associate Editor. Jessica MacLeish was
promoted to Editor. Alyssa Miele moves up to Associate Editor.
Alex Arnold moves up to Editor at KATHERIN TEGEN
BOOKS.(CBC -- Oct. 2016)
At HMH BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS, Catherine
Onder joins as Senior V-P and Publisher, beginning February 6,
shifting from Bloomsbury Children’s Books where she was
editorial director. (CBC -- Jan. 2017)
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Cheryl Klein, the former executive editor at Scholastic, will join
LEE & LOW BOOKS on March 1 as Editorial Director. Klein
succeeds longtime Lee & Low v-p and editorial director Louise
May, who is stepping down after 18 years to become an editorat-large. Klein will oversee Lee & Low’s editorial program, while
working to grow its mission to increase diversity in the school,
library, and trade book publishing markets. For the past 16 years,
Klein has worked at Scholastic’s Arthur A. Levine Books
imprint, and she’s served as the U.S. continuity editor for
the last two books of J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter series.
(Publishers Weekly Children’s Bookshelf 1/19/17)
LITTLE, BROWN AND COMPANY BOOKS FOR
YOUNG READERS:
Andy Ball was named Managing Editorial Director at LBBYR,
Orbit, Redhook, and Yen Press. (CBC -- Jan. 2017)

Several promotions at MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S
PUBLISHING GROUP:
At FEIWEL AND FRIENDS, Liz Szabla was named
Associate Publisher; she was editor-in-chief. (PWCB 1/12/17)
Jessica Anderson moves up to Assistant Editor at CHRISTY
OTTAVIANO BOOKS.
At SQUARE FISH PAPERBACKS, Christine
Barcellona was promoted to Editor.
Claire Dorsett is now Assistant Editor at ROARING
BROOK PRESS.
Rachel Murray moves up to Assistant Editor at HENRY HOLT.
Sarah Dotts Barley was promoted to Executive editor at
FLATIRON BOOKS; she was previously senior editor.
(CBC Jan. 2017)
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS GROUP: Cecilia Yung was
promoted to V-P and Executive Art Director. Marikka
Tamura moves up to Art Director. Tiffany Liao was
named Editor, and Marissa Grossman is now Associate Editor
at RAZORBILL. Namrata Tripathi was named Associate
Publisher and Editorial Director, and Lily Malcom moves up to
V-P and Executive Art Director at DIAL BOOKS FOR
YOUNG READERS. (CBC – Nov. 2016 and Jan. 2017)

Elsewhere at Penguin, Jen Besser was promoted to President
and Publisher of G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS. Stephanie Pitts has
joined Putnam as Editor. She was formerly at Schwartz & Wade.
(CBC -- Nov. 2016)
RANDOM HOUSE CHILDREN’S BOOKS: Wendy
Loggia and Krista Marino are now Senior Executive Editors at
DELACORTE PRESS. Monica Jean is Assistant Editor at
Delacorte, from editorial assistant. (PWC Job Moves 10/27/16)
Kelsey Horton has joined Delacorte as Associate Editor, coming
from HarperCollins’ Katherine Tegen Books. (PWCB 1/19/17)
Also at RHCB, Karen Greenberg moves up to Assistant Editor
at KNOPF BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS. William
Vogan joins SCHWARTZ & WADE as Editorial Assistant.
(CBC -- Nov. 2016)
Several promotions and a new hire at SCHOLASTIC:
Julia Sabbagh has joined as Creative Director, moving from
Studio Fun. (PWCB 1/12/17)(PWC Job Moves 12/22/16)
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SIMON SPOTLIGHT welcomes Suzy Capozzi as Editor. She
was most recently a freelance editor. (PWC Job Moves 12/22/16)
Krista Vitola joined SIMON & SCHUSTER BOOKS FOR
YOUNG READERS as Senior Editor, coming from Delacorte
where she was editor. (CBC -- Nov. 2016)
Alison Weiss was promoted to Senior Editor at SKY PONY
PRESS. (PWCB 1/10/17)
Kendra Levin is now Executive Editor at VIKING
CHILDREN’S BOOKS, up from senior editor.
(PWC Job Moves 10/27/16)

“Failure is part of the creative process. If you’re
afraid of it, you really can’t create.”

Danny Devito – Actor, Director, Producer

AGENT NEWS
SHOPPING FOR AN AGENT? Among other considerations,
you might want to examine their sales record. Author and
teacher Darcy Pattison used figures from Publishers
Marketplace to tally deals made over the past twelve months.
She compiled the results into a 2016–2017 Top List of Agents
Selling PB, MG, and YA Manuscripts. Please note that this list
only includes sales that were self-reported by agents. There might
be other agents who have sold more but who chose not to report
all of their sales to Publishers Marketplace. For more
information and a complete listing of the top 20 agents in each
category, subscribe to Pattison’s blog “Fiction Notes:”
http://www.darcypattison.com/ (Fiction Notes by Darcy Pattison)
Top 5 Picture Book Agents
Kirsten Hall (Catbird Productions), 33 deals
Steven Malk (Writers House), 29 deals
Anne Moore Armstrong (The Bright Group), 25 deals
Karen Grencik (Red Fox Literary), 21 deals
Lori Nowicki (Painted Words), 20 deals

Top 5 Middle Grade Agents
Daniel Lazar (Writers House), 12 deals
Ammi-Joan Paquette (Erin Murphy Literary Agency), 12 deals
Sarah Davies (Greenhouse Literary Agency), 9 deals
Jennifer Laughran (Andrea Brown Literary Agency), 7 deals
Caryn Wiseman (Andrea Brown Literary Agency), 7 deals

Top 5 Young Adult Agents
Sara Crowe (Pippin Properties), 14 deals
Jim McCarthy (Dystel & Goderich Literary Management), 13 deals
Jessica Regel (Foundry Literary + Media), 8 deals
Barry Goldblatt (Barry Goldblatt Literary), 7 deals
Mandy Hubbard (Emerald City Literary), 7 deals

IN OTHER AGENT NEWS…
Author, editor, and workshop leader Lorin Oberweger joined
ADAMS LITERARY as an Agent. (Publishers Weekly Children’s
Job Moves 12/22/16 and AdamsLiterary.com)

Serene Hakim at AYESHA PANDE LITERARY is actively
seeking young adult fiction (especially science fiction and fantasy
with a unique hook, and realistic YA with diverse characters),
upmarket women’s fiction, and “anything that gives voice to
those whose voices are underrepresented and/or marginalized.”
As a child of Lebanese immigrants, Hakim has an affinity for
stories dealing with the Middle East and the variety of
immigrant experiences. Intriguing female characters are also a
huge plus. For nonfiction, she is seeking humorous and
fascinating memoirs, and is particularly interested in LGBTQ
and feminist issues. To query, visit PandeLiterary.com.
(PublishedToDeath.Blogspot.com 12/13/16)

Robbin Brosterman joined THE BRIGHT GROUP as an
Associate Illustration Agent in the New York City office. She
was formerly design director at DC Entertainment and art
director at Marvel Entertainment. “I’ve had the pleasure to create
the overall look and feel of thousands of successful books and the
most acclaimed lines of graphic novels published in the U.S.A.
I’m lucky to have worked with the top comic book artists and
writers in the comics industry. I’m particularly drawn to artwork
with heart and visual sweetness, that’s unique and quirky but
always accessible.” Bright represents artists only for picture
books, fiction, novelty, educational and children’s publishing.
(Publishers Weekly Children’s Bookshelf 1/10/17 & TheBrightAgency.com)
Kaylee Davis at DEE MURA LITERARY seeks middle grade
and young adult fiction, particularly sci-fi, thriller, contemporary,
literary and LGBTQ stories. She’s hooked by stories with terrific
“plot twists, genre-bending, unlikely allies, flawed heroes, and
stories that are both literally and figuratively out of this world.”
(DeeMuraLiterary.com and Children’s Book Insider – Nov. 2016)
Kira Watson of the EMMA SWEENEY AGENCY is
interested in YA and MG manuscripts with a strong narrative
voice, well-crafted storylines, and memorable characters. Watson
is actively seeking realistic fiction, speculative fiction, magic
realism, thriller/mystery, horror, fantasy, and historical
fiction. Stories with folklore elements, complex villains, morally
enigmatic (and very flawed) protagonists, medieval literature
influences, and taboo subjects are favorites. Query details on
agency’s website. (PublishedToDeath.Blogspot.com 11/10/16 and
EmmaSweeneyAgency.com)
JILL CORCORAN LITERARY AGENCY is expanding its
presence in both the adult and children’s book markets with the
addition of four new agents. Timothy Travaglini, former
director of children’s acquisitions at Open Road, has joined
JCLA as a Literary Agent. His resume includes work as an
editor at G.P. Putnam’s Sons, Walker & Company, and Henry
Holt. Adah Megged Nuchi, formerly editor at HMH Books for
Young Readers, comes to JCLA as an Editorial Agent, along
with Jodell Sadler, formerly of Sadler Literary and founder of
KidLit College. Silvia Arienti was promoted from assistant to
Associate Editorial Agent. Nuchi, Sadler, and Arienti will work
on new manuscripts in an editorial capacity, according to
company founder Jill Corcoran, who will focus on sales.
Travaglini and Arienti will join Corcoran and agent Eve
Porinchak in handling both children’s and adult titles, while

cont’d on pg. 14
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Nuchi and Sadler will focus exclusively on children’s books.
(PWCB 12/13/16 and JillCorcoranLiteraryAgency.com)

Danielle Smith, formerly an agent at Red Fox Literary, has
launched her own boutique lit agency, LUPINE GROVE
CREATIVE. Smith will continue to represent both authors and
illustrators, working in picture books, early readers, chapter
books, and middle grade and young adult novels.
(PWC Job Moves 12/22/16 and LupineGrove.com)
At the MARIA CARVAINIS AGENCY, Agent Elizabeth
Copps represents a wide range of genres from MG and YA, to
adult contemporary + literary fiction, mystery, psychological
thriller, women’s fiction, historical fiction, horror, and select
nonfiction projects. “I’m an equal fan of hilarious stories as well
as dark, gritty and sinister reads.” Query Copps via
postal mail or online at MariaCarvainisAgency.com.
(PublishedToDeath.Blogspot.com 12/13/16)

Agent Janet Reid at NEW LEAF LITERARY is actively
seeking juvenile (MG and YA) and adult nonfiction, specifically
biography and narrative history. This is a new category for Reid
and she is eager to build her list with published and unpublished
writers. “It is NOT a work for hire, nor must you have already
written the book. I’m open to writers who are looking for
suggestions for projects. If a writer has an idea or a proposal,
that’s fine too. I’m looking for writer who would become
agency clients and continue to write these kinds of books into
the future.” For submission details and a wish list of Reid’s
ideas, read her blog post dated 1/18/17:
http://jetreidliterary.blogspot.com/ (SCBWI’s Blueboard 1/18/17)

Claire Easton has been promoted to Agent at PAINTED
WORDS. She is seeking author-illustrated picture books, but
will also consider select MG and YA books. For picture books,
Easton loves humorous character-driven stories; entertaining
non-fiction; timeless stories that can be enjoyed at any age; and
books that empower kids and speak to the diversity of children’s
experiences. For MG and YA, she likes strong narrative voices,
quirky coming-of-age stories, and books that incorporate graphic
or illustrative elements. (PWCB 1/19/17 Painted-Words.com)
Associate Agent Melissa Nasson at RUBIN PFEFFER
CONTENT is interested in middle-grade and young adult
fiction and nonfiction. She is also accepting picture book queries.
Nasson is open to all genres, but has a special love for fantasy and
science fiction. She enjoys unexpected settings and loves a good
romantic angle. No bathroom humor, please. For nonfiction, she’d
love to receive manuscripts that shed light on untold stories from
history, particularly featuring individuals from marginalized
groups. Above all, she wants to see strong, polished writing; fully
developed and multifaceted characters; and fresh concepts. E-mail
query letter and the first 50 pages as an attached Word document
or PDF file to Melissa@rpcontent.com.
(PublishedToDeath.Blogspot.com 11/17/16 and RPContent.com)

Associate Agent Ed Maxwell at SANFORD J. GREENBURGER
is seeking expert and narrative nonfiction authors, novelists and
graphic novelists, and children’s book authors and illustrators.
“His aim as a literary agent is to help authors grow their
intellectual properties into compelling books. He is especially
interested in working with authors who may publish across
14

different genres and formats—scholarly and trade—over the
course of their careers.” Maxwell is eager to connect with authors
of diverse backgrounds, perspectives, and voices. Submission
guidelines posted on agency website. (PublishedToDeath.Blogspot.
com 1/17/17 and Greenburger.com)

Literary Agent Assistant Lauren Spieller with TRIADA US
LITERARY seeks middle grade and young adult fiction, as well
as select adult fiction and non-fiction. Spieller is passionate about
finding diverse and underrepresented voices, especially for MG.
To learn more about her tastes and submission guidelines, visit
the Triada website. Follow Spieller on Twitter @LaurenSpieller.
(ValerieFM80.blogspot.com - 1/9/17 and TriadaUS.com)

“I understand that not all editors ask for the
author’s input [on illustrations], but it’s a practice I
have rarely regretted. . . . Authors have described to
me all too well how it feels to see their words
misrepresented in final art. More than once, an
author’s objections have helped me see the
manuscript in a new light.”
Ann Rider – Executive Editor at Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

WRITING RESOURCES & WORKSHOPS
BODY LANGUAGE CHEAT SHEET: Need help knowing
how to convey emotion in characters through their physical
actions? Instead of “telling” how characters feel, describe their
physical look or body language with the help of a list that
matches emotion with action and behavior. Brainstorm even
more ideas of your own and add them to this “cheat sheet.”
http://writerswrite.co.za/cheat-sheets-translate-emotions-intowritten-body-language (Children’s Writer eNews 1/19/17)

THE KANSAS CITY WRITING WORKSHOP presents
“How to Get Published,” a one-day writing event, March 25, 2017,
at the Country Club Plaza’s Hampton Inn & Suites. Sessions on
how to get your writing & books published, how to write queries &
pitches, how to market yourself and your books, what makes an
agent/editor stop reading your manuscript, and more. Attending
Agents: Rebecca Bugger (Serendipity Literary Agency), Justin
Wells and Marisa Corvisiero (Corvisiero Literary Agency), Reiko
Davis (DeFiore & Company), Stephanie Hansen (Metamorphosis
Literary), Whitley Abell (Inklings Literary), and Tricia Skinner
(Fuse Literary). Registration: $149. 10-minute pitch sessions with
agents: $29 per session. See website for event details.
(KansasWritingWorkshop.com)

“Be as honest as possible with whatever you are
writing, honor the universal humanness of your
stories, and make your readers feel the emotions that
you feel, whether that’s silly or serious, confident or
broken, skeptical or curious, hopeless or optimistic…
Then leave room for readers to meet you halfway and
take whatever they may need from you at the time.”
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MAGAZINE MARKETS
SPIDER, a literary magazine for children ages 6 to 9, features
fresh and engaging literature (fiction and nonfiction), poems,
articles, and activities for newly independent readers. Editors of
this Cricket Media publication seek energetic, beautifully crafted
submissions with strong “kid appeal” (i.e. featuring elements such
as humor, adventure, and suspense). Particular interest in stories
that explore themes of identity (gender, race and ethnicity,
neighborhoods, beliefs and traditions); citizenship and global
cultures; scientific and technological exploration; and the creative
spirit. Other Cricket Media publications accepting submissions
include ASK, CRICKET, COBBLESTONE, DIG,
FACES, and MUSE. For submission details regarding all, visit
http://www.cricketmedia.com/submission-guidelines?_ga=1.36208224
.1197995060.1484789044
(CricketMedia.com and Children’s Book Insider – Dec. 2016)

“Jean-Michel Basquiat went after his dream of
becoming a famous artist with all his heart.
There is no doubt he made a mark on the world
and encouraged others to do the same, and that
mark matters – especially to artists and
storytellers like me.”

Javaka Steptoe – 2017 Caldecott Medalist

AWARDS NEWS

Schneider Family Book Award for books that embody an
artistic expression of the disability experience: Six Dots: A Story of
Young Louis Braille, written by Jen Bryant, illustrated by Boris
Kulikov wins the award for young children. As Brave As You,
written by Jason Reynolds is the winner for middle grades. When
We Collided, written by Emery Lord is the winner for teens.

Pura Belpré Awards honoring a Latino writer and illustrator
whose children’s books best portray, affirm and celebrate the
Latino cultural experience: Lowriders to the Center of the Earth,
illustrated by Raúl Gonzalez, is the Belpré Illustrator Award
winner. (Text by Cathy Camper) Juana & Lucas, written by
Juana Medina, is the Pura Belpré Author Award winner.
(Illustrations by Juana Medina)

Robert F. Sibert Informational Book Award for most
distinguished informational book for children: March: Book Three,
written by John Lewis and Andrew Aydin, illustrated by Nate
Powell
Theodor Seuss Geisel Award for the most distinguished
beginning reader book: We Are Growing: A Mo Willems’
Elephant & Piggie Like Reading! Book, written by Laurie Keller

To read the complete list of 2017 ALA Youth Media Award
winners and honorees, visit the ALA website:
http://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2017/01/american-libraryassociation-announces-2017-youth-media-award-winners

“Words are never too big for children as long as
they are the right words.”

Jane Yolen – Caldecott Medalist

2017 American Library Association Award Winners

Randolph Caldecott Medal for the most distinguished
American picture book for children: Radiant Child: The Story of
Young Artist Jean-Michel Basquiat, written and illustrated by
Javaka Steptoe

RITA D. RUSSELL
Rita D. Russell joined SCBWI in 2009, after
hearing Anna Dewdney sing its praises.
When not writing picture books and chapter books, the former journalist and television script writer teaches screenwriting at
St. Louis Community College.

John Newbery Medal for the most outstanding contribution to
children’s literature: The Girl Who Drank the Moon, written by
Kelly Barnhill

Coretta Scott King (Author) Book Award recognizing an
African-American author and illustrator of outstanding books
for children and young adults: March: Book Three, written by John
Lewis and Andrew Aydin
Coretta Scott King (Illustrator) Book Award: Radiant Child:
The Story of Young Artist Jean-Michel Basquiat, illustrated by
Javaka Steptoe

Coretta Scott King/John Steptoe New Talent Author Award:
The Sun Is Also a Star, written by Nicola Yoon

Michael L. Printz Award for excellence in literature written for
young adults: March: Book Three, created by John Lewis, Andrew
Aydin, and Nate Powell

YALSA Award for Excellence in Nonfiction for Young
Adults: March: Book Three, created by John Lewis, Andrew Aydin
and Nate Powell
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